
 

 
Press Kit 

Welcome to the BuildPoint Press Kit, your comprehensive source for information on a leader in 
the construction and facilities management industry. Within this press kit, you’ll find detailed 
insights about our operations, services, leadership team, and our commitment to excellence. Our 
aim is to facilitate easy access to essential company details for media professionals, potential 
clients, and industry analysts. 

Mission Statement 
“BuildPoint is dedicated to empowering brands to thrive and grow. We bridge the gap between 
corporate support and franchise realities through trust, valuable partnerships, and scalable growth 
initiatives. Innovating alongside the changing industry, we leverage our national resources and 
local relationships to fuel both emerging and large brand successes. United with our clients, we 
construct a future defined by building better.” 

Company Overview 

Construction Services that Deliver Excellence 

BuildPoint orchestrates top-tier construction services with a steadfast focus on elevating your 
project from ground-breaking to grand opening. Leveraging our expertise in owner 
representation and construction management, we ensure a comprehensive strategy is in place, 
covering all aspects of your project. Through unwavering communication, strategic value 
engineering, and proactive cost management, we bring your vision to life efficiently and reliably. 

Facilities Management Tailored to Your Needs 

Our Facilities Management services uphold the integrity and performance of your operations 
with reactive, planned, and preventive maintenance. From HVAC systems to EV Charging 
Station Maintenance and structural repairs, we cover a broad spectrum of services to maintain 
your facilities in pristine condition, reflecting the polished professionalism you expect and 
deserve. 

Strategic Procurement Solutions for Scalable Success 

BuildPoint’s Procurement Solutions focus on optimizing every purchase to leverage maximum 
potential. Our comprehensive supplier management and strategic planning align with your 
unique brand requirements, ensuring streamlined efficiencies and consistent brand representation 
across all your purchases. 



 
 

“Store in a Box”  
Our innovative “Store in a Box” solution simplifies the complexities of setting up or renovating 
retail spaces, facilitating a seamless and accelerated process to establish fully functional 
locations. This comprehensive package ensures uniformity and brand consistency, delivering 
cost-effectiveness while condensing construction timelines. 

Leadership Profiles 

Aaron Grondin, Co-Founder & Visionary 

With over two decades of entrepreneurial career, Aaron serves as the strategic visionary behind 
BuildPoint, bringing extensive industry relationships and hands-on experience to the forefront. 
His passion for innovation and scalable solutions drives BuildPoint’s commitment to building 
better for emerging brands. 

Jim Boushee, Co-Founder & Industry Expert 

Jim brings 28 years of expertise to his role, overseeing BuildPoint’s operations with a focus on 
improvement, efficiency, and quality. A Lean Six Sigma Green Belt holder, Jim’s leadership 
ensures our clients receive an exceptional experience through innovative solutions and strategic 
visioning. 

Media Contact Details 
For further inquiries and information or to arrange interviews with our leadership team, please 
reach out to our media contact: 

Sha Grondin 

Email: sha@buildpointusa.com 

www.buildpointusa.com  for a list of our brand partners and current projects  

 

 

http://www.buildpointusa.com/
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